Topi-CLICK® Patient Use Instructions

**STEP 1:**
Lift off the cap of the Topi-CLICK® container by placing your thumb under the tab on the protective outer cap and pressing upward.

**STEP 2:**
Turn the base to dispense the number of CLICKs specified in the instructions on your prescription label.

**STEP 3:**
Watch the visual indicators when rotating base. Be sure to leave the base in the registered CLICK position by aligning the base column with the tube node after each use.

**STEP 4:**
Apply topical medication by rubbing the area of skin as directed by your pharmacist using the built-in applicator. Continue rubbing until topical is completely absorbed into the skin.

**STEP 5:**
Replace cap after each dose to prevent evaporation. Be sure cap snaps on tightly. **Note** Be sure to align ports when using the Topi-CLICK® 35 3Port™ cap and applicator.

**STEP 6:**
The bottom of the plunger is the indicating line; when it reaches the embossed line below the word “Refill” approximately 32 CLICKs are left. Approximately 12 CLICKs remain at the line above the word “Refill”.

Follow instructions on provider’s label before using the Topi-CLICK®.

¹Topi-CLICK® 35 is the most accurate topical dosing dispenser among those compared in an independent study titled *Topical Metered Dosing Dispenser Performance Evaluation* by Analytical Research Laboratories. Request study at http://doselogix.com/accuracy_study/.